INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

DNA damage, which arises from endogenous and exogenous sources, blocks the progression of replication forks. Translesion synthesis (TLS) is a pathway used to overcome these replication blocks. It involves the use of specialized, non-classical DNA polymerases that are capable of replicating through DNA damage ([@B1]--[@B5]). During TLS, a large multi-protein complex containing these non-classical DNA polymerases is assembled at stalled replication forks ([@B6],[@B7]). Core structural components of this complex are the replication accessory factor proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and the non-classical polymerase Rev1. These are both hub proteins that are responsible for recruiting other non-classical polymerases to sites of stalled replication ([@B6]--[@B19]).

PCNA is an essential replication accessory factor that orchestrates many events at the replication fork ([@B20],[@B21]). This ring-shaped protein encircles double-stranded DNA and acts as a sliding clamp during DNA replication ([@B22]). It interacts with and regulates the function of many proteins involved in DNA replication and repair. Most of these replication and repair proteins contain a PCNA-interacting protein (PIP) motif. These short, conserved sequence motifs bind in a hydrophobic pocket on the front face of the PCNA ring ([@B20],[@B23]--[@B25]). Because PCNA is a homo-trimer, it can potentially act as a tool belt and interact with multiple binding partners simultaneously.

Rev1 is a non-classical polymerase that carries out two distinct functions in TLS. First, its catalytic function is responsible for incorporating cytosine opposite minor-groove and exocyclic guanine adducts and abasic sites ([@B26]--[@B29]). Second, its non-catalytic function is responsible for binding and organizing other non-classical polymerases within the multi-protein TLS complex ([@B14]--[@B18],[@B30]). Most of these non-classical polymerases contain a PIP-like motif called a Rev1-interacting region (RIR) motif ([@B18],[@B31]). These short sequence motifs bind in a hydrophobic pocket on the C-terminal domain of Rev1 ([@B6],[@B7],[@B19]).

DNA polymerase η (pol η) is the best understood of the non-classical polymerases. It is responsible for incorporating nucleotides opposite 8-oxoguanines and ultraviolet radiation-induced thymine-thymine dimers ([@B32],[@B33]). Loss of pol η function in humans is responsible for the cancer-prone genetic disorder xeroderma pigmentosum variant form (XPV) ([@B34],[@B35]). Like Rev1, pol η is believed to be one of the first non-classical polymerases recruited to stalled replication forks and can be considered a 'first responder' ([@B4]).

The arrangement of the component proteins (i.e. the architecture) of this multi-protein TLS complex is poorly understood. In the yeast system, the PIP motif of pol η has two roles. It mediates the interaction of pol η and PCNA, and it functions as a RIR motif to mediate the interaction of pol η and Rev1 ([@B8],[@B36]). Given the dual role of this PIP motif, it is unlikely that pol η can directly interact with both PCNA and Rev1 at the same time. Thus, there are only two expected architectures of the PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex: a PCNA tool belt or a Rev1 bridge. In a PCNA tool belt, pol η directly binds to PCNA and PCNA directly binds to Rev1, but pol η does not directly bind to Rev1. In a Rev1 bridge, pol η directly binds to Rev1 and Rev1 directly binds to PCNA, but pol η does not directly bind to PCNA.

To determine whether PCNA tool belts or Rev1 bridges form and to determine their mechanism of assembly and disassembly, we used single-molecule total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. We provide, to our knowledge, the first evidence that eukaryotic proteins form PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges. Moreover, we show that these ternary complexes are dynamic, with PCNA tool belts switching to Rev1 bridges and vice versa without dissociation. The formation of tool belts and bridges and the ability of these complexes to change architectures are likely means of facilitating the selection of the appropriate non-classical polymerase and facilitating the polymerase-switching events that occur during TLS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Protein expression and purification {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------

The wild-type yeast pol η protein was produced as an N-terminal glutathione-s-transferase (GST) fusion protein in yeast strain BJ5464 harboring plasmid pKW546. This protein contained an Avi tag (GLNDIFEAQ[K]{.ul}IEWHE) inserted between the PreScission protease cleavage site used to remove the GST tag and the N-terminus of pol η. These yeast cells also harbored plasmid pKW547 from which the *Escherichia coli* BirA biotin ligase was produced. This resulted in site-specific biotinylation of the Avi tag of pol η at the indicated lysine residue when the cells were grown in the presence of 0.1 mM biotin. Otherwise, biotinylated pol η was produced, the GST tag was removed, and the protein was purified as described previously ([@B37]). The mutant pol η protein with substitutions in the PIP motif (S621A, F627A, F628A) was produced the same way using plasmid pKW560.

The wild-type yeast Rev1 protein was produced as an N-terminal GST fusion protein in yeast strain BJ5464 harboring plasmid pKW143. Rev1 was produced, the GST tag was removed and the protein was purified as described previously ([@B38]). The mutant Rev1 protein with substitutions in the CTD motif (L889A, W893A, T897A, L898A, V910A) was produced the same way using plasmid pKW570. The mutant Rev1 protein with a substitution in the BRCA1 C-terminus (BRCT) domain (G193R) was produced the same way using plasmid pKW665.

Wild-type yeast PCNA was produced as an N-terminal His~6~ tag in *E. coli* BL21 DE3 cells harboring plasmid pKW336. This protein was produced and purified as described previously ([@B39]). The mutant PCNA protein with substitutions in its PIP binding pocket (I128A, P234A, P252A) was produced the same way using plasmid pKW559.

Fluorescent labeling of PCNA and Rev1 {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------------

Purified yeast PCNA and Rev1 were dialyzed in buffer containing 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.05, 100 mM sodium chloride and 1 mM dithiolthreitol. In the case of PCNA, protein solutions (5--15 μM in 200 μl) were then incubated with 1 mg of Cy3 NHS ester (GE Healthcare) solubilized in 10 μl DMSO in darkness for 16 h at 4°C for labeling the protein N-terminus. In the case of Rev1, the protein was labeled with Cy5 NHS ester (GE Healthcare) using the same procedure. In both cases, free dye was removed with Micro Bio-Spin™ six columns (BioRad). Labeling efficiency was determined by comparing the absorbance at 280 nm for protein, 530 nm for Cy3 and 649 nm for Cy5. In both Cys-labeled PCNA and Cy5-labeled Rev1, labeling efficiencies were ∼80%. Labeled PCNA was directly used without freezing, and labeled Rev1 was flash-frozen and stored until use at −80°C.

Single molecule imaging {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------

A prism-type total internal fluorescence (TIRF) microscope was used to obtain single molecule data ([@B40]--[@B43]). The TIRF microscope was assembled on an Olympus IX-71 frame (Olympus America, Inc.). Diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) lasers with excitation wavelengths of 532 and 633 nm (Coherent) were aligned using a polarizing cube beam splitter (Melles Griot) and passed through a Pellin-Broca prism (Eksma Optics) to generate an evanescent field for the simultaneous excitation of Cy3 and Cy5. A water immersion 60× objective lens (Olympus) was used to observe fluorescence signals. To remove scattered excitation light in the emission optical pathway, a Cy3/Cy5 dual band-pass filter (Semrock) was used. An EMCCD camera (Andor) was used to record images at ten frames per second and an amplification gain of 290 without binning. Images were chromatically separated into Cy3 and Cy5 images using a 630 nm dichroic mirror inside the dual view system (Photometrics). The power of the green laser at the microscope slide was 45 mW, and the power of the red laser at the slide was 90 mW for all single molecule experiments reported in this study unless otherwise indicated.

Pol η (1 nM) was immobilized on the surface of a microscope slide chamber that was coated with sparsely biotinylated polyethylene glycol and 100 pM neutravidin. After 3 min, excess pol η was removed from the imaging chamber with reaction buffer containing 50 mM Tris chloride (pH 7.5), 150 mM sodium chloride, 0.1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 0.8% glucose and 1 mM dithiolthreitol. Cy3-labeled PCNA (1 nM) and Cy5-labeled Rev1 (1 nM) were injected into the image chamber and 300 s videos with 100 ms frames were recorded. We used an oxygen scavenging system with 12 mM Trolox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchromane-2-carboxylic acid) prepared in MilliQ water with 12 mM NaOH and incubated under fluorescent light with continuous rotation for 3--4 days at room temperature as previously described ([@B41],[@B42],[@B44]).

Controls experiments were carried out in the absence of immobilized pol η to ensure that all binding events were pol η-dependent. Additional control experiments were also carried out in which the laser power was reduced to half in order to ensure that the losses of fluorescence signals were due to protein dissociation and not bleaching of the fluorophore. The *k*~off~ values measured for the PCNA--pol η binary complexes and the Rev1--pol η binary complexes were independent of laser power.

Analysis of single-molecule data {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------------

We extracted single-molecule fluorescence trajectories from recorded videos as previously described ([@B41],[@B42]). Trajectories were selected for further analysis if they demonstrated stable average signal intensities over time ([@B45]). QuB was used to separately normalize the Cy3 and Cy5 trajectories and to identify binding events ([@B46]). To distinguish genuine binding events from labeled protein diffusing near the slide surface, we only considered increases in fluorescence intensity that persisted for at least two frames (each frame was 0.1 s). The Cy3 and Cy5 QuB output files were combined and analyzed using the Kinetic Event Resolving Algorithm (KERA), software developed in our laboratory specifically for this study. Briefly, KERA aligns each of the idealized Cy3 trajectories with their corresponding Cy5 trajectories. The binding events are then sorted into categories depending on the order of Cy3-association, Cy5-association, Cy3-dissociation and Cy5-dissociation steps that occur within the event. The times of all binding events are extracted in order to analyze residence times. Any events truncated by either the beginnings or the endings of the trajectory are automatically removed from analysis.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Pol η forms binary and ternary complexes with PCNA and Rev1 {#SEC3-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To understand the mechanisms of assembly and disassembly and the architectures of protein complexes that form among pol η, Rev1 and PCNA, we used single-molecule TIRF microscopy. Yeast pol η was immobilized on the surface of a microscope slide, and Cy3-labeled PCNA (1 nM) and Cy5-labeled Rev1 (1 nM) were added to the slide chamber (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We obtained 1073 fluorescence trajectories---i.e. plots of fluorescence intensities from locations of individual, immobilized pol η molecules as a function of time. A representative fluorescence trajectory is shown in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. When the fluorescence intensities in both the Cy3 and Cy5 channels are at the baseline, the immobilized pol η molecule is bound to neither PCNA nor Rev1. Increases in fluorescence intensity above the baseline in the Cy3 channel indicate the association of PCNA with an immobilized pol η, and decreases in intensity to the baseline in the Cy3 channel indicate dissociation of PCNA from the immobilized pol η. Increases and decreases in intensity in the Cy5 channel indicate the association and dissociation of Rev1.

![Experimental setup and representative fluorescence trajectory. (**A**) The diagram illustrates the TIRF microscopy experimental setup. Pol η is immobilized on the surface of the microscope slide and Cy3-labeled PCNA and Cy5-labeled Rev1 are added to the slide chamber. Increases and decreases in intensity in the Cy3 channel indicate the association and dissociation of PCNA either directly or indirectly with the immobilized pol η. Increases and decreases in intensity in the Cy5 channel indicate the association and dissociation of Rev1. Diagrams of PCNA tool belt ternary complexes and Rev1 bridge ternary complexes are shown. (**B**) A representative fluorescence trajectory is shown in which the fluorescence intensities in the Cy3 and Cy5 channels from the location of a single, immobilized pol η molecule are graphed as a function of time. Six binding events are indicated. The second, third, fifth and sixth binding events are simple and correspond to Rev1--pol η binary complexes. The first and fourth are complicated and consist of one PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex each. The event at the beginning of the trajectory (0--20 s) was excluded from analysis because the formation of this complex was not observed.](gkw563fig1){#F1}

Prior to any pol η-binding event, the fluorescence intensities in both the Cy3 and Cy5 channels are at the baseline. A binding event begins when the intensity in either the Cy3 or Cy5 channel increases above the baseline (i.e. when either PCNA or Rev1 associates with the pol η molecule). Multiple association and dissociation steps are possible during the course of the binding event. The event ends when the intensities in both the Cy3 and Cy5 channels return to the baseline. The trajectory shown in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, for example, has six pol η-binding events. The second, third, fifth and sixth events only involve Rev1 binding to the immobilized pol η molecule. The first and fourth events, by contrast, involve both Rev1 and PCNA binding to the pol η molecule.

We obtained a total of 8894 pol η-binding events. Because we used very low concentrations of PCNA and Rev1, most of these were simple binding events consisting of a single association step followed by a single dissociation step. For example, 3734 events (42.0%) consisted of a PCNA-association step followed by a PCNA-dissociation step. These events correspond to single pol η--PCNA binary complexes. Similarly, 4400 events (49.5%) consisted of a Rev1-association step followed by a Rev1-dissociation step. These correspond to single pol η--Rev1 binary complexes. The remaining 760 (8.5%) binding events were complicated and consisted of multiple association and dissociation steps. These complicated events all contained at least one pol η--PCNA--Rev1 ternary complex.

The number of simple events per trajectory ranged from one to twenty-six with an average of 7.6 simple events per trajectory (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The total number of trajectories with simple events was 1073 (100%). The number of complicated events per trajectory ranged from zero to seven with an average of 0.7 complicated events per trajectory (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The total number of trajectories with complicated events was 493 (45.9%). This shows that despite the relatively low proportion of complicated events (8.5% of total events), nearly half of the individual pol η molecules examined formed at least one pol η--PCNA--Rev1 ternary complexes during the 5-min observation time.

![Distribution of the simple and complicated binding events. (**A**) The histogram shows the number of fluorescence trajectories with a given number of simple binding events. The total number of trajectories with simple events was 1073, and the number of simple events per trajectory ranged from 1 to 26 with an average of 7.6 simple events per trajectory. (**B**) The histogram shows the number of trajectories with a given number of complicated events. The total number of trajectories with complicated events was 493, and the number of complicated events per trajectory ranged from one to seven with an average of 0.7 complicated events per trajectory.](gkw563fig2){#F2}

Formation of both binary and ternary complexes depend on the PIP motif of pol η {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We previously showed that the PIP motif of yeast pol η mediates its interaction both with PCNA and with Rev1 ([@B36]). To show that the formation of ternary complexes between pol η, PCNA and Rev1 was dependent on the pol η PIP motif, we carried out identical single-molecule TIRF experiments as described above, except using an immobilized pol η mutant protein with substitutions in the PIP motif (S621A, F627A, F628A). This mutant protein greatly reduces the affinity of pol η for both PCNA and Rev1 ([@B8],[@B36]). We obtained 329 total pol η binding events with the mutant pol η protein compared to the 8894 total pol η-binding events observed with the wild-type pol η protein under the same conditions. Of these, 149 were simple events corresponding to PCNA--pol η binary complexes, 141 were simple events corresponding to single Rev1--pol η binary complexes and 39 were complicated events containing a single pol η--PCNA--Rev1 ternary complex. These results show that the PIP motif of pol η plays an important role in mediating the interactions between pol η and Rev1 and between pol η and PCNA in the binary as well as the ternary complexes.

The PIP motif of pol η can bind to a hydrophobic pocket on the front surface of the PCNA ring or to a hydrophobic pocket on the C-terminal domain of Rev1 ([@B36]). Given the structural bases of these interactions, it is highly unlikely that the PIP motif of pol η can bind to both PCNA and Rev1 simultaneously. Thus, pol η cannot directly interact with both PCNA and Rev1 at the same time. This means that there are only two expected architectures of the ternary complexes formed by these proteins: Rev1 bridges and PCNA tool belts (see Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In a Rev1 bridge, pol η directly binds to Rev1 and not to PCNA. Instead, PCNA binds to Rev1 at a different site than pol η does and Rev1 acts as a bridge linking pol η and PCNA. In a PCNA tool belt, pol η directly binds to PCNA, and not to Rev1. Rev1 binds to PCNA at a different site than pol η does, and PCNA acts as a tool belt linking pol η and Rev1.

The ternary complexes include both PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges {#SEC3-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The 8894 binding events were sorted into 44 classes based on the number, type and order of their component association and dissociation steps. Two of these classes corresponded to the two aforementioned types of simple events (8134 events). Forty-two of these classes corresponded to complicated events (760 events). Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows representative trajectories for the six most common classes of binding events. The full catalog of binding events is shown as idealized trajectories in Supplementary Figure S1. As described above, the class A and class B events correspond to PCNA--pol η binary complexes and Rev1--pol η binary complexes, respectively.

![The six most common binding events. (**A**) A representative simple binding event corresponding to a single PCNA--pol η binary complex. We observed 3734 events of this type. (**B**) A representative simple binding event corresponding to a single Rev1--pol η binary complex. We observed 4400 events of this type. (**C**) A representative complicated binding event corresponding to a single PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex with a PCNA tool belt architecture. We observed 218 events of this type. (**D**) A representative complicated event corresponding to a single PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex with a Rev1 bridge architecture. We observed 124 events of this type. (**E**) A representative complicated event corresponding to a single PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex with an architecture switching from a PCNA tool belt to a Rev1 bridge. We observed 57 events of this type. (**F**) A representative complicated event corresponding to a single PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex with an architecture switching from a Rev1 bridge to a PCNA tool belt. We observed 56 events of this type.](gkw563fig3){#F3}

Class C events are the most common type of complicated event (36.8%), and these each contain a single PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Class C events begin when a PCNA molecule associates with an immobilized pol η molecule to form a PCNA--pol η binary complex. Rev1 then associates with this binary complex to form a PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex. The order of assembly of this complex is most consistent with a ternary complex possessing a PCNA-tool-belt architecture. This is because the pol η PIP motif is occupied in the PCNA--pol η binary complex and would not be available for binding Rev1. The most direct way that Rev1 can bind to this binary complex is to interact directly with PCNA, not with pol η. Class C events end when a Rev1 molecule dissociates from the PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex leaving behind a PCNA--pol η binary complex. PCNA then dissociates from this binary complex leaving behind a free pol η. The order of disassembly of this ternary complex is also most consistent with a PCNA-tool-belt architecture.

Class D events are the second most common type of complicated event (16.3%), and each contains a single ternary complex (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These events begin when a Rev1 molecule associates with a pol η molecule to form a Rev1--pol η binary complex. PCNA then associates with this binary complex to form a ternary complex. The order of assembly of this complex is most consistent with a ternary complex possessing a Rev1-bridge architecture. This is because the pol η PIP motif is occupied in the Rev1--pol η binary complex and would not be available for binding PCNA. The most direct way that PCNA can bind to this binary complex is to interact directly with Rev1, not with pol η. These events end when a PCNA molecule dissociates from the PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex leaving behind a Rev1--pol η binary complex. Rev1 then dissociates leaving behind free pol η. The order of disassembly of this ternary complex is also most consistent with a Rev1-bridge architecture.

Overall, the 760 total complicated pol η-binding events grouped into 42 classes contain a total of 971 ternary complexes (Supplementary Figure S1). The number of ternary complexes per complicated event ranged from 1 to 10 with an average of 1.3 ternary complexes per complicated binding event. Examination of the order of assembly and disassembly of each of these ternary complexes shows that 375 ternary complexes (38.6%) were PCNA tool belts and 222 (22.9%) were Rev1 bridges (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![The types of ternary complexes. Diagrams and partial idealized trajectories are shown for the three possible orders of assembly for a ternary complex and for the three possible orders of disassembly of the ternary complexes. For each pathway of ternary complex assembly and disassembly, the number of complexes and the implied architecture (PCNA tool belt, Rev1 bridge, switch from tool belt to bridge, switch from bridge to tool belt and ambiguous) is given.](gkw563fig4){#F4}

PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges are capable of interconverting {#SEC3-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Class E events are less common (7.5%); these each contain a single PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These events begin when a PCNA molecule associates with an immobilized pol η molecule to form a PCNA--pol η binary complex. Rev1 then associates with this binary complex to form a PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex. The order of assembly of this complex indicates a PCNA tool belt. These events end, however, when a PCNA molecule dissociates from the PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex leaving behind a Rev1--pol η binary complex. Rev1 then dissociates from this binary complex leaving behind a free pol η. The order of disassembly of this ternary complex indicates a Rev1 bridge. We believe that these complexes assemble as a PCNA tool belt and then switch to a Rev1 bridge before dissociating. This shows that the ternary complexes are dynamic and can switch architectures without dissociating.

Occurring at nearly the same frequency are Class F events (7.4%); these also contain a single PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex (Figure [3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These events begin when a Rev1 molecule associates with an immobilized pol η molecule to form a Rev1--pol η binary complex. PCNA then associates to form a PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex. The order of assembly of this complex indicates a Rev1 bridge. These events end, however, when a Rev1 molecule dissociates first followed by PCNA dissociation. The order of disassembly of this ternary complex indicates a PCNA tool belt. We believe that these complexes assemble as a Rev1 bridge and then switch to a PCNA tool belt. Again, this suggests that the ternary complexes are dynamic and can re-arrange their architectures without dissociating.

Examination of the order of assembly and disassembly of all of the ternary complexes in all complicated binding events showed that 95 complexes (9.8%) involved a switch from a PCNA tool belt to a Rev1 bridge. Moreover, 87 complexes (8.9%) involved a switch from a Rev1 bridge to a PCNA tool belt (Supplementary Figure S1 and Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining 192 of the 971 ternary complexes (19.8%) either assembled by a pre-formed PCNA--Rev1 complex associated with an immobilized pol η molecule or disassembled by a PCNA--Rev1 complex dissociating from pol η. In these cases, either the order of assembly or disassembly was uninformative. We therefore consider the architectures of these complexes to be ambiguous (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

The formation of ternary complexes depends on the BRCT domain of Rev1 and on the PIP binding pocket of PCNA {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To directly demonstrate that these ternary complexes were PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges, we carried out identical single-molecule TIRF experiments as described above, except using a mutant Cy5-labeled Rev1 protein with a substitution in the BRCT domain (G193R), which greatly reduces affinity of Rev1 for PCNA ([@B12]). This substitution disrupts direct interactions between Rev1 and PCNA without affecting the interactions between Rev1 and pol η. Because this interaction is necessary for forming both PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges, we expect that this substitution should greatly reduce the number of ternary complexes. Whereas we observed 971 ternary complexes with wild-type proteins, we observed only 74 ternary complexes with the Rev1 BRCT domain mutant protein (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

###### Distributions of ternary complexes with wild-type and mutant proteins

                          Wild-type proteins   Pol η PIP mutant   Rev1 BRCT mutant   Rev1 CTD mutant   PCNA mutant
  ----------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ----------------- -------------
  PCNA tool belts         375                  12                 23                 459               55
  Rev1 bridges            222                  7                  3                  18                58
  Switches to tool belt   87                   3                  18                 7                 20
  Switches to bridge      95                   5                  11                 2                 17
  Ambiguous               192                  12                 19                 30                11
  Total                   971                  39                 74                 516               161

We further carried out single-molecule TIRF experiments as described above, except using a mutant Cy3-labeled PCNA protein with a substitution in the PIP motif-binding pocket (I128A, P234A, P252A). Both the PIP motif of pol η and the BRCT domain of Rev1 bind to PCNA in this region ([@B47]). These substitutions disrupt direct interactions between PCNA and pol η and between PCNA and Rev1. Because these interactions are necessary for forming both PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges, we expect that these substitutions should greatly reduce the number of ternary complexes. We observed only 161 ternary complexes with the PCNA mutant protein compared to 971 with wild-type proteins (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Taken together, these results strongly support the notion that the ternary complexes are in fact PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges.

Substitutions in the CTD of Rev1 affect Rev1 bridges, but not PCNA tool belts {#SEC3-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further verify that these ternary complexes were Rev1 bridges and PCNA tool belts, we carried out additional single-molecule TIRF experiments as described above, except using a mutant Cy5-labeled Rev1 protein with substitutions in the hydrophobic pocket within the C-terminal domain (L889A, W893A, T897A, L898A, V910A), which greatly reduces affinity of Rev1 for binding the pol η PIP motif ([@B36]). These substitutions disrupt direct interactions between Rev1 and pol η without affecting the interactions between Rev1 and PCNA. Because this interaction is necessary for forming Rev1 bridges, but not PCNA tool belts, we expect that these substitutions should greatly reduce the number of Rev1 bridges observed, but not the number of PCNA tool belts. Whereas we observed 222 Rev1 bridges with wild-type proteins, we observed only 18 Rev1 bridges with the Rev1 mutant protein (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, whereas we observed 375 PCNA tool belts with wild-type proteins, we observed 459 PCNA tool belts with the Rev1 mutant protein. These results provide compelling support for these ternary complexes being Rev1 bridges and PCNA tool belts.

Kinetics of ternary complex assembly and disassembly {#SEC3-7}
----------------------------------------------------

From the data presented here, we can directly determine the rate constant of dissociation (*k*~off~) of PCNA from the PCNA--pol η binary complex and the *k*~off~ of Rev1 from the Rev1--pol η binary complex. Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of PCNA--pol η binary complexes with a given residence time. From the best fit of this data to an exponential equation, we obtained a *k*~off~ for PCNA from a PCNA--pol η binary complex that equals 0.53 s^−1^. Similarly, Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of Rev1--pol η binary complexes with a given residence time. From the best fit of this data to an exponential equation, we obtained a *k*~off~ for Rev1 dissociating from a binary complex that equals 0.73 s^−1^.

![Kinetics of binary and ternary complex dissociation. (**A**) The histogram shows the number of PCNA--pol η binary complexes with a given residence time. The data fit best with a single exponential equation with a *k*~off~ equal to 0.53 ± 0.01 s^−1^ (solid line). (**B**) The histogram shows the number of Rev1--pol η binary complexes with a given residence time. The data fit best with a single exponential equation with a *k*~off~ equal to 0.73 ± 0.02 s^−1^ (solid line). (**C**) The histogram shows the number of Rev1 bridge ternary complexes with a given residence time. The data fit best with a single exponential equation with a *k*~off~ equal to 0.55 ± 0.02 s^−1^ (solid line). (**D**) The histogram shows the number of PCNA tool belt ternary complexes with a given residence time. The data fit best with a single exponential equation with a *k*~off~ equal to 1.2 ± 0.1 s^−1^ (solid line).](gkw563fig5){#F5}

We can also directly determine the *k*~off~ of PCNA from the PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex (i.e. the Rev1 bridge) and the *k*~off~ of Rev1 from the PCNA--Rev1--pol η ternary complex (i.e. the PCNA tool belt). Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of Rev1 bridge ternary complexes with a given residence time. The best fit of the data yields a *k*~off~ for PCNA from a Rev1 bridge that equals 0.55 s^−1^. Likewise, Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of PCNA tool belt ternary complexes with a given residence time. The best fit of the data yields a *k*~off~ that equals 1.2 s^−1^.

If one assumes that these association and dissociation steps can be described by a simple kinetic partitioning, we can calculate apparent rate constant of association (*k*~on~) values from the observed frequencies of the various types of complexes (Supplementary Figure S2). For example, consider each PCNA--pol η binary complex, whether it is in a simple binding event or a complicated binding event. This binary complex can terminate by only one of two ways. Either it can end by a PCNA-dissociation step, which would conclude the entire binding event, or it can end by a Rev1-association step to form a PCNA tool belt ternary complex. Our data shows that the formation of a PCNA--pol η binary complex is followed by PCNA dissociation 89% of the time and is followed by Rev1 association 11% of the time. Given that the *k*~off~ for PCNA dissociation from the binary complex is 0.53 s^−1^, we calculate that the observed rate (*v*~on~) of association of Rev1 equals 0.066. This corresponds to an apparent *k*~on~ for Rev1 binding the PCNA--pol η binary complex to form a PCNA tool belt ternary complex that equals 6.6 × 10^7^ M^−1^s^−1^. Given that the *k*~off~ for Rev1 dissociating from the PCNA tool belt (1.2 s^−1^), the apparent dissociation constant (*K*~d~) for Rev1 in a PCNA tool belt equals 18 nM.

Similar calculations yielded a *v*~on~ of association of PCNA with a Rev1--pol η binary complex to form a Rev1 bridge that equals 0.055 s^−1^. This corresponds to an apparent *k*~on~ for PCNA binding to form a Rev1 bridge that equals 5.5 × 10^7^ M^−1^s^−1^. Given that the *k*~off~ for PCNA dissociating from a Rev1 bridge (0.55 s^−1^), the apparent *K*~d~ for PCNA in a Rev1 bridge equals 10 nM.

Next, we compared the duration of the PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges to the duration of the ternary complexes in which the architecture switches from PCNA tool belts to Rev1 bridges or from bridges to tool belts (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the median residence time for PCNA tool belts is 0.6 s, while the median residence time for switches from tool belts to bridges is 2.3 s. By comparing the residence times of individual tool belts to the residence times of individual switches from tool belts to bridges, we find that the increased length of the switches is statistically significant in this case (*P* \< 0.0001). This suggests that the switching step from tool belt to bridge is partly rate limiting. By contrast, the median residence time for Rev1 bridges is 1.4 s, while the median residence time for switches from bridges to tool belts is 1.1 s. By comparing the residence times of these individual complexes, however, we find that the difference in length is not statistically significant in this case (*P* = 0.1837). Thus the switching step from bridge to tool belt is not rate limiting.

![Comparison of the residence time of the ternary complexes. (**A**) Box and whisker plots show the different residence times for PCNA tool belt ternary complexes (left) and ternary complexes that switch from tool belt to bridge (right). The median values for the residence times of these complexes are 0.6 and 2.3 s, respectively. A Mann--Whitney (non-parametric) test indicated that the differences between these residence times are statistically significant (*P* \< 0.0001). (**B**) Box and whisker plots show the different residence times for Rev1 bridge ternary complexes (left) and ternary complexes that switch from bridge to tool belt (right). The median values for the residence times of these complexes are 1.4 and 1.1 s, respectively. A Mann--Whitney (non-parametric) test indicated that the differences between these residence times are not statistically significant (*P* = 0.1837).](gkw563fig6){#F6}
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PCNA and Rev1 are the core structural components of the large, multi-protein complex that assembles at stalled replication forks and carries out TLS. Here we used single-molecule TIRF microscopy to examine the formation of binary and ternary complexes between these structural proteins and the prototypical non-classical polymerase, pol η. We provide, for the first time to our knowledge, evidence that these proteins form PCNA tool belt and polymerase bridge ternary complexes. Moreover, we show that these ternary complexes are dynamic and that PCNA tool belts can switch into Rev1 bridges and *vice versa* without the dissociation of any of the components. Such interconversions likely involve, in addition to the primary PIP-mediated contacts, transient secondary contacts either between pol η and PCNA or between pol η and Rev1. The dynamic nature of this complex may play an important role in facilitating the choice of the appropriate polymerase for carrying out TLS and for facilitating the polymerase-switching events that must occur during TLS.

We observed that the majority of the pol η-binding events corresponded to PCNA-pol η binary complexes or Rev-pol η binary complexes. Only a small fraction (8.5%) of the binding events contained one or more ternary complexes. This was the case because we intentionally used low concentrations of PCNA and Rev1 in the microscope slide chamber. This was done for two reasons. First, using higher concentrations of Cy3-labeled PCNA and Cy5-labeled Rev1 would have increased the background and reduced the sensitivity of the single-molecule measurements. Second, using more PCNA and Rev1 would have increased the proportion of PCNA--Rev1 binary complexes that formed in the slide chamber. This would have led to more binding events where PCNA and Rev1 bind to the immobilized pol η simultaneously. In such a case, we would have obtained a far greater percentage of ternary complexes with ambiguous architectures, and this would have limited the amount of useful information we could have extracted regarding the architecture and dynamics of the ternary complexes, the order of assembly and disassembly of these complexes, and the frequencies of each type of complex.

The concentrations of PCNA and Rev1 used in this study (1 nM each) are far below their estimated concentrations *in vivo*. From the estimated number of copies of each protein, the concentration of PCNA, Rev1, and pol η in a yeast nucleus is 5 μM, 250 nM and 900 nM, respectively ([@B48],[@B49]). These concentrations are far above the *K*~d~ values for these interactions. From the *k*~on~ and *k*~off~ values reported here and in our previous study ([@B36]), the *K*~d~ values for PCNA binding pol η and for PCNA binding the Rev1--pol η binary complex (i.e. forming a Rev1 bridge) are 4.6 and 10 nM, respectively. Similarly, the *K*~d~ values for Rev1 binding pol η and for Rev1 binding the PCNA--pol η binary complex (i.e. forming a PCNA tool belt) are 4.5 and 18 nM, respectively. Although these values have been measured at low protein concentrations without the molecular crowding that occurs in the nucleus, we still expect these *K*~d~ values to be reasonable approximations of the binding affinities in the cellular context. Given this, the interactions of these three proteins with one another would be under stoichiometric conditions *in vivo*. Provided that these proteins are not all bound up in higher affinity complexes, these proteins would form ternary complexes---both tool belt and Rev1 bridges---at stalled replication forks with very few, if any binary complexes.

While we have focused here on the three core components of the multi-protein TLS complex, other macromolecules are part of this complex *in vivo*. These include other non-classical polymerases such as B-family DNA polymerase ζ (pol ζ), DNA polymerase ι (pol ι) and DNA polymerase κ (pol κ). These also include the Rad6--Rad18 complex, which interacts with pol η ([@B50]) and catalyzes the mono-ubiquitylation of PCNA ([@B51],[@B52]), and the Mms2--Ubc13--Rad5 complex, which interacts with Rev1 ([@B53]) and catalyzes the K63-linked poly-ubiquitylation of PCNA ([@B51],[@B52]). The functional significance of the mono-ubiquitylation and poly-ubiquitylation of PCNA in TLS remains unclear. Nevertheless, the single-molecule TIRF microscopy approach with differentially labeled proteins that we used here could be extended to examine the architecture and mechanism of assembly and disassembly of complexes with these additional components. The data presented here would serve as a critical reference point for these future studies.

The multi-protein TLS complex also includes the DNA substrate, which we left out of these experiments because our focus was the protein-protein interactions within this complex. The inclusion of DNA would also have drastically limited the amount of mechanistic information that we could extract from the data due to the abilities of all three proteins to directly bind DNA. The single-molecule approach would have to be altered substantially in order to extend these studies to examine the architecture and mechanism of assembly and disassembly of complexes in the presence of DNA. Thus, some questions remain regarding how the findings reported here would apply in a real situation when DNA is present. Nevertheless, we believe that the overall architectures and the dynamics of the ternary complexes that we observed here are similar to what would occur in cells at stalled replication forks.

The PCNA tool belt and Rev1 bridge architectures are of significant biological importance. They provide a means of increasing the local concentrations of the non-classical polymerases at stalled replication forks. Given that there are a variety of non-classical polymerases---each with one or a set of closely related cognate lesions---the primer terminus adjacent to the template DNA lesion would have to sample multiple non-classical polymerases to find the appropriate one. Moreover, there is a distinction between non-classical polymerases that carry out the direct incorporation of nucleotides opposite the template lesion (the 'inserters') and those that carry out subsequent nucleotide incorporations (the 'extenders'). This necessitates a polymerase-switching event between the polymerase that functions as the inserter and the polymerase that functions as the extender in order to complete TLS.

The relatively short lifetimes of the binary and ternary complexes that we observed here (∼1--2 s) are likely important for polymerase sampling and polymerase switching. During DNA replication, PCNA remains associated with regions of damaged DNA for several minutes ([@B54]). Thus, we envision that in cells, PCNA is stably bound to the damaged DNA while various non-classical polymerases rapidly associate with and dissociate from it thereby constantly forming PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges. The formation of PCNA tool belts and Rev1 bridges, and the ability of these complexes to switch between tool belts and bridges and vice versa, is likely the means of facilitating both the selection of the appropriate non-classical polymerase and the polymerase-switching events.
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